Abstract
Introduction
Parallel simulations in science and engineering often tun for several hours or even days at a time. If a processor crashes during the run, all the computation until then would be wasted. To guard against this possibility, application programmers often write code for periodically checkpointing the state of the application to the disk. In addition to tolerating failure of individual processors, such checkpointing to stable storage also serves the purpose of saving the state of the application for planned shutdowns.
In recent years, parallel machines with very large numbers of processors have been designed and the trend toward massively parallel systems continues to increase.' Examples of such machines are Earth Simulator, System X, ASCI-Q and BlueGene& [I] . The size of the machines in the largcst systems is now on the order of 10,000 processors. As the number of processors on present day supercomputcrs increases, the probability of one of the processors crashing during simulation increa5es substantially. This makes it more difficult to complete long-runningjobs without facing faults from both hardware and software.
For such failures, it is desirable to have the system automatically recover from them and continue the execution of the program without user intervention.
The requirements of fault-tolerant parallel applications have changed [ I I] . In the past, most applications that needed fault tolerance were mission-critical applications. These applications' primary concerns are continuous availability as well a5 the ability to tolerate arbitrary failures. The associated costs and the overhead induced by the fault-tolerance techniques are often not the primary concern. However, most of the emerging parallel applications are not necessarily mission-critical and thus don't require foolproof fault tolerance. They desire the fault-tolerance techniques which impose minimal overhead on failure-free execution and provide fast recovery from common case failure scenarios.
In a disk-based checkpointhestart scheme for fault tolerance, the state of an application is saved to reliable storage periodically. Some traditional approaches let the entire application be killed once a failure occurs. The user has to experience a "down time" until helshe finds mother allocation of both time and machine (in a job scheduling environment) to continue the execution from the latest checkpoint. This prolonged running cycle is impractical when the probability of failure is high.
Most of the traditional checkpoint-based Fault tolerant protocols assume the availability of a pool of extra processors that can be used to rcplace the crashed ones at recovery. This is not practical especially in a job scheduling environment. However, it is challenging to let the program continue to run on the remaining processors with sustained pcrformance. Load imbalance due to losing one processor may show great impact on the overall performance.
The performance metrics for a desirable fault-tolerant scheme include:
I. The run-time system does not rely on any fault-free component such as stable storage.
2. Impact on fault-free run time: how much the application slows down when there are no faults.
3. Recovery time: how long it takes for the system to restart the application after a processor crashes.
4.
Execution efficiency after restart: the speed at which the application runs after it has lost one processor.
In this paper, we propose a fault tolerant protocol based on double in-memory checkpointhestart and the idea of processor virtualization and migratable objects. The protocol does not assume any reliable storage for checkpoints. The restart protocol supports both cases with and without extra processors. When thcre is no extra processors to replace the crashed ones, the program can continue to run on the surviving processors. The impact of losing processors (load imbalance due to crash) is kept minimal by the capability of automatic load balancing at run-time.
The scheme can be applied to a wide class of applications written in both message passing paradigms (MPI) and message driven languages such as Charm++ [ 191.
We will demonstrate that the scheme we present does very well-on these criteria with some performance results on a cluster using 128 processors. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses some background and related work. The design of our system is presented in Section 3 and details of its implementation in Section 4. Performance results are provided in Section 5 . Finally, Section 6 summarizes the contribution of our approach and thoughts for future work.
Background
A range of possible solutions for fault-tolerance have been extensively studied in the literature [13] . The two major classes of solutions are checkpoint-based and logbased rollback-recovery schemes.
Checkpoint-based methods
In checkpoint-based methods, the state of the computation as a checkpoint is periodically saved to stable storage, which is not subject to failures. When a failure oc-CUIS, the computation is restarted from one of these previously saved states. According to the type of coordination between different processes while taking checkpoints, checkpoint-based methods can be broadly classified into three categories: uncoordinated checkpointing, coordinated checkpointing and communication-induced checkpointing.
In uncoordinated checkpointing, each process independently saves its state. During restart, these processes search the set of saved checkpoints for a consistent state from which the execution can resume. The main advantage of this scheme is that a checkpoint can take place when it is most convenient. For efficiency, a process may perform checkpoints when the state of the process is small [26]. However uncoordinated checkpointing is susceptible to rollback propagation, the domino effect [22] which could possibly cause the system to rollback to the beginning of the computation resulting in the waste of a large amount of useful work. Rollback propagations also make it necessary for each processor to store multiple checkpoints, potentially leading to a large storage overhead. Due to the potentially unbounded cost of rollback, we consider uncoordinated checkpointing unsuitable for our requirements.
coordinated checkpointing requires processes to coordinate their checkpoints in order to form a consistent global state. It can be blocking as in [25] and the hardware blocking used to take system level checkpoints in IBM-SF?, or non-blocking like Chandy-Lamport's distributed snapshot algorithm [9] . Coordinated checkpointing simplifies recovety from failure because it does not suffer from rollback propagations. It also minimizes storage overhead since only one checkpoint is needed. CoCheck The main disadvantage of coordinated checkpointing is the large latency involved in saving the checkpoints since a consistent checkpoint needs to be determined before the checkpoints can he written to stable storage. However, many scientific applications are iterative in nature, such as molecular dynamics simulation and finite element method simulation, and allow a consistent checkpoint to be taken between the iterations. In addition, at the end of an iteration the size of the global checkpoint state is often minimal.
Communication-induced checkpointing allows pro-cesses to take some of their checkpoints independently rated parallel performancc due to load imbalance created while preventing the domino effect by forcing the pro-by overloading the processor. cessors to take additional checkpoints based on protocolrelated information piggybacked on the application mes-2.2 Log-based methods sages it receives from other processors [6] . However, the forced checkpoint must be taken before the applicntion M~~~~~~ logging protacols are built on the assumption may process the contents of the message, possibly leading by its initial state to high latency and overhead. It does not scale well with the sequenceofmessa, .es it delivers. In principle, a increasing number of processors [31 and a large number crashed process can be recovered by restoring the process of forced checkpoints nullify the benefit accrued from the it messages in the same order they were delivered before autonomous local checkpoints. that can improve the performance of distributed applications in the face of failures. Diskless checkpointing often due to the logging of requires high memory overhead for storing checkpoints. complicated recovery, The paper [21] presented a way to perform fast, incremental checkpointing by using N + 1 parity to alleviate this problem. The algorithm eliminates stable storage and disk writing by using a combination of extra physical memory and N + 1 parity, However, the protocol One of performance metrics described in Section 1 is is difficult to scale to very large numbcr of processors. the impact of fault tolerance on normal run time. Since When checkpointing, each processor needs to checkpoint message logging exhibits constant cost in terms of mesits data (local address space) to the parity processor which sage transmission latency, the checkpoint based protocol could become a communication bottleneck. The recovery was preferred. The checkpoint scheme we designed imof one processor needs checkpoints from all other applica-poses almost no overhead on normal execution when there tion processors as well as parityhackup processors, which is no fault. The coordinated checkpointing happens periprevents the protocol from applying to very large number odically. The time cost of checkpointing is very small of processors. The protocol also requires a number of ex-as demonstrated in Section 5, and almost negligible for tra processors for storing parity as well as processors to applications with low memory usage. Therefore it poreplace failed application processors.
tentially allows more frequent checkpointings and hence ne ability to checkpoint and restart applications has wastes a less amount of useful computation when rollback a number of other uses in a parallel environment besides Occurs. fault tolerance. Process migration is one feature that is made possible by the ability to save a process image. A 3.1 process can be moved from one node to another by writing the process image directly to a remote node. The process Another design goal as described in Section I is that the can then be resumed on the new node without having to run-time system should not rely on any fault-free comkill the entire application and start it over again. ponent such as reliable storage. We adopted the idea of However, there are a number of disadvantages for pro-diskless checkpointing. Since the design mainly targets cess migration based faulttolerance. First, saving the en-on the scientific applications with relatively small memtire process image often incurs significant memory or disk ory footprint on very large number of processors, we despace overhead and may be unnecessary since not all the cided to use a simple double checkpointing scheme which data in a process space, e.g. temporary variables, needs is shown to be scalable (Section 5.1). In order to handle to be saved. Second, in order to restore the process im-a fault at a time, each checkpoint data would he stored to age after a failure, a new processor has to be available two different locations. This double-checkpointing is to to replace the crashed processor. This requires a pool of ensure the availability of one checkpoint in case the other standby processors for multiple unexpected failures which is lost. In our scheme, we call the two processors that may not be practical. As an alternative, one may choose have identical checkpoints buddy processors. It should to restore the process image of the crashed processor on a be noted that the double checkpointing scheme does not running processor. This, however, may result in deterio-provide foolproof fault tolerance. However, the reliability that the State In double checkpointing, checkpoint$ can be stored either in the memory or local disk of two processors. We call these double in-memory checkpointing and double in-disk checkpointing schemes. Unlike most protocols that store checkpoints to a separate central storage server across a network like MPICH-V2 [ 5 ] , our schemes store checkpoints in a distributed fashion to avoid both the network bottleneck to the central scrver and the volatility of the central server. Our experiments in Section 5.2 manifest a very high cost of simultaneous checkpointing from all the processors to a shared stable disk (via NFS).
Double In-memory Checkpointing
In the double in-memory checkpointing scheme, each process stores its data to memory of two different processors. Since memory accessing is much faster than disk accessing, the potentially low checkpoint overhead and faster restart should allow us to achieve better performance than traditional disk-based checkpoint schemes. Therefore, we mainly focus on the double in-memory checkpoint scheme in this paper, although the implementation of the two schemes only differs in where to store checkpoints. In Section 5.2 we will present performance comparisons of both schemes. Double in-memory checkpointing undoubtedly will increase the memory overhead. Our scheme provides several solutions for reducing the memory overhead: (a) instead of storing everything in a process including unused and/or temporary memory allocation, we allow a programmer to encapsulate the application data so that only the useful data is checkpointed I; (b) an application can choose to initiate checkpointing at a time when the memory footprint is small in the application. This can he applied to many scientific and engineering applications such as molecular dynamics simulations that are iterative; (c) for applications with very large memory footprint, the double in-disk checkpointing can he used.
Double In-disk Checkpointing
Double in-disk checkpointing scheme is another variation of the above in-memory checkpointing scheme in which checkpoints are stored on local scratch disk instead of in processor memory. Like the in-memory checkpointing scheme, it does not rely on any reliable storage due to the duplicate copies of checkpoints. Although it incurs much higher disk VO overhead in checkpointing, it does not suffer from the dramatic increase in memory usage 'small memory footprint applications may still choose to checkpoint the whole process image as in the double in-memory checkpointing scheme. It is useful for applications with very big memory footprint. Double in-disk scheme makes local disks useful for Fault tolerance, whereas most traditional checkpointing schemes have to depend on a ccntral reliable storage. Taking advantage of distributedlocal disks, the double in-disk checkpointing avoids the VO bottleneck to the central file server. In fact, the experiments in Section 5.2 indicate that the double in-disk checkpointing scheme outperforms the traditional scheme that checkpoints to the central NFS disk.
Load Balancing
Unlike most other fault-tolerance schemes, our scheme does not assume the availability of processors to replace the crashed ones. Having a pool of extra processors is a convenient assumption for most fault-tolerance schemes.
This is impractical in current job scheduling environments. Further, the number of extra processors reserved in the pool limits the maximum faults allowed during the execution and may he a waste of resources if faults occur rarely.
In our scheme, a program will continue to run on the remaining physical processors after a crash without coming to a full stop. In this scenario, one of the crucial performance issues is to minimize the impact ofcrashedprocessors on the execution so that the program continues to run at a speed not much slower than the pre-crash speed. A naive implementation could move all the work from the crashed processor to a running processor. However, this may result in unfavorable load imbalance and lead to poor parallel performance. This is a challenging issue for traditional methods of checkpointing that use the process image as checkpoint. Instead, we use finer-grained objects to encapsulate application data. These make it easier to perform load balancing by moving the objects around.
We decided to implement this scheme on Charm++ and Adaptive MPI, an MPI implementation based on Charm++, since Charm++ already supports parallel migratable objects at user level. In the next section, we will briefly describe the advantages of Charm++ run-time system for implementing fault tolerance.
Charm++ and Adaptive MPI
The basic mechanism in process migration that performs transparent migration of the internal and external process state is to provide applications with a location independent view of the world. However, due to the complex nature of the subject coupled with architecture dependent issues, process migration is limited in its usefulness.
Charm++ takes a different approach called processor virrualization [ 171. Instead of taking the entire process as migration subject, it implements parallel migratable objects. An application divides a problem into a large number of components ( N ) (implemented as migratable objects) that will execute on P processors. N is independent of P though ideally N>>P. The user's view of the prog a m consists of these components and their interactions; the user need not be concerned with how the components map to processors. The underlying run-time system takes care of this and any subsequent remapping (see Figure 1) . 
Protocol and Implementation Details
In this scction, we describe the double in-memory checkpoinvrestart protocol we designed and briefly describe the implementation details. What we present here also applies to the double in-disk checkpointhestart scheme. ?he same implementation works for both Charm++ and AMPI. In fact, in AMPI each migatable user-level MPI thread is simply treated as a Charm++ ohject (chare).
Checkpoint Protocol
We adopt a coordinated checkpointing strategy. All processors coordinate their checkpoints to form a consistent global state. Global state includes run-time system state (as virtual processor object) and user data which is encapsulated in objects (as Chares in Charm++). On each physical processor, there is one copy of the run-time system state with an arbitray number of objects and their states. Each object has two buddy processors for checkpoints. fie checkpointing process involves concurrent steDs: (a) each DroceSSOr Dacks UD its system smte and In Cham++, these components are known as asynchronousb from Other chares. Since many chares Chares are C t + objects with methods that may be invoked system data by sending a request to the processor having its checkpoint. The dummy process then broadcasts to invoke the parallel rollback protocol on every processor.
As a response to the broadcast, all processors except the dummy processor start to perform the following substeps to rollback states to the recent checkpoints: (3) All
Chare objects on the processors are removed which will be reconstructed from the checkpoints; (4) Restore double checkpoints. The lost checkpoints on the crashed processor are restored on other processors using the survived copies; and (5) Chare objects are restored from checkeach Chare object.
One issue in the recovery protocol is how to handle obsolete messaees. These messates mav he sent before the
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points. This is done by one of the buddy processors for .. the newly restored objects in the old states. Therefore, these messages need to he identified and ignored. In our scheme, we use an epoch number to denote the period of execution between consecutivc faults. When a fault occurs, a new epoch begins and the epoch number is adcessors. Our scheme is also shown to be scalable -the message with its current epoch number. On the receiver, checkpoint overhead drops for an application when the only those messages with an epoch number that is not less number of processors increases. This is because check-than the current epoch number on the processor will be point data size on each processor reduces when the num-delivered. ber of processors increases.
The second row in Figure 2 illustrates a snapshot of objects on processors after a recovery is complete. After re-
Recovery Protocol
covery, an object does not have to live on the same processoras the one before the crash. In fact, it does not matter
The recovery protocol is initiated by the crash Of a where a Chare object lives in Charm++ because the mesphysical processor. Every processor starts to rollback to sages directed to it can be automatically forwarded hy the the state preserved in the checkpoint. The recovery Proto-object manager efficiently [20) . Thus, an object is always col is more complicated in our case because of the pres-locally restored by one of two buddy processors to avoid ence of multiple Chare objects on a crashed processor. communication overhead. For example, object d in FigIn this section, we only describe the recovery protocol ure 2 originally on crashed processor I has its new buddy when there is no replacement processor and skip the sim-processors 2 and 3 at restart, and object d is chosen to be pler case when there is replacement processor. The steps restored by processor 3 locally. involved in the recovery are discussed in chronological order.
an object, some protocol needs to he established to avoid (I) A crash is detected when broken pipe errors occur double restorations and at the same time create a balanced on sockets used in the communication across processors. assignment of objects to our protocol, we (2) The crash detector Sta "dummy" Process on one use the rule that only the higher number buddy processor of the remaining Processors. This new dummy Process is responsible for performing the task. To avoid overloaddoes not any application data and checkpoint. It ing the highest number processor, we use a wrap-around does not Participate in any comPuQtion in the Program. scheme SO that processor number 0 is considered higher The only purpose of its existence is to replace the crashed than processor p -1 if there are P processors. processor in the processor-level spanning tree used by After recovery, lo& imbalance is very likely to OCCharm++ run-time. This dummy Process can be e h -cur since the restoration of objects to processors is deternated in future, which will be discussed in Section 6.. Af-mined withoutconsidering the load ofeach object. Thereter the dummy process is started, it restores its runtime fore, Some processors may have too many heavy objects and become overloaded which could dramatically slow operations down the entire execution. Load balancing is then depoinffRestart Schemes to finish the double in-memory checkpointing On 32 pro-vanced by one. The sender processor timestamps each since both the buddy processors can br: used to 'when applicatiun is decomposed in a l a d balanced fashion 'This spanning n w i s used for broadcast and sirable to migrate objects away from overloaded proces-and (2), we evaluate these two equations with some plausors. Charm++ implements an automatic measurement-sible system parameters.
based [oud balancingframeivork 1 I XI which dynamically
To he optimistic, let the MTBF(II.1) for any node be 20 monitors the load ofthe objects and performs load balanc-years. Let n he 5000, and R he 400 hours. So X = l / M = ing based on load statistics. In our fault-tolcrant protocol, 5.71 x 10V6 per hour. Plugging these values into ( I ) yields the load balancer can be configured to automatically start a probability of failure of 99.998% which means almost shortly after a crash. The integration of fault-tolerance certain failure for the application. and load balancing in our system helps sustain the paralWe assume that our protocol increases,the running time le1 performance even aftcr a crash. The brnefits of this of an application by a factor of 3, i.e. R = 1200 hocrrs. post-crash load balancing is demonstrated in Section 5.3. Let each processor checkpoint every 6 minutes, C = Our recovery schemc is very efficient and is not com-0.1 hour. Therefore, the probability of the unrecoverable munication intensive. Steps (3) and (5) are performed failure with our fault tolerant protocol using (2) is only locally on every processor. The only steps that involve 0.000077%. Thus, our protocol, although not foolproof, communication across network are steps ( 2 ) and (4) . In decreases the probability of failure for an application from step (Z), the communication overhead is low because the near certainty to a very unlikely chance. system data checkpoint is small (typically in the order of IOKB). In step (4), the recovery process of the lost check-5
points (belonging to the crashed processor) is also efficient because every processor holding the survived checkpoint can work individually to find a new buddy processor for the second checkpoint.
Reliability Analysis performance
we examine the overhead by the protocol as Two major applications are used to perform the evaluations. One is a simple 7-point stencil computation with a 3-D decomposition (Jacobi3D) written in MPI; the other is a real world application -LeanMD, a molecular dyIn our fault-tolerance'protocol, the only case in which namics simulation program written in Charm++. our protocol might fail occurs when both an object's
The cluster we used is NCSA Platinum IA-32 Linux buddy processors crash during the time period between Cluster. The cluster is comprised of 512 dual lGhz Intwo consecutive checkpoints. In this section, we provide tel Pentium I11 processors with 1.5GB of RAM connected a calculation based on a simple model similar to [XI to by both Myrinet 2000 interconnect network and 100 Mbit show that our protocol increases the reliability of a sys-Ethernet. tem, in spite of being fallible.
Consider a parallel system with n processors. Let each 5.1 Checkpoint Overhead of Fault-tolerance single processor have a failure rate of X and let X he the same on all processors. Let the mean time between failure Some experiments were conducted to measure the (MTBF) be M and let M be the same on all processors. overhead of adding the checkpointlrestart capability to
The mean time between failure (MTBF) M = f. Let the Charm++ and AMPI. We expected the overhead in our total execution time of an application without faults be R protocol due to the fault-tolerance extension would be units. Thus, the probability that the application will fail is very small. In fact, for each message delivered in our
protocol only an IF statement is introduced to check the Now, consider the case when the application is running epoch number (Section 4.2) of the message in order to filwith our fault-tolerance protocol. L,et the total run tjme ter those sent from pre-crash time.
of the application in this case be R units, where R > We have run the Jacobi3D AMPI program under three R. Let C be the time difference between two consecutive scenarios: (i) with normal Charm++/AMPI without faultcheckpoints. For simplicity, ignore the probabilities of the tolerance extension; (ii) with fault-tolerant extension to cases when unrecoverable failures occur due to crashes of Charm++/AMPI, hut withour actual doing checkpointing more than two processors. Let two buddy processors form and (iii) with fault tolerant Charm++/AMPI and with X a group giving a total ofn/2 groups of buddies.
checkpointing steps. These runs were carried out on both
The probability of an unrecoverable error during C, Myrinet and IOOMbit networks from 4 to 128 processors,
given that a processor in a buddy group has already failed, For all these runs, the problem size was fixed at ZOOMB, is XC. So the probability that two processors,in a buddy therefore the total checkpointed application data size in group crash during C is (XR')(XC) = X2R C. There-the entire program is also fixed at about 400MB (double fore, the probability of an unrecoverable error during the checkpointing). The program ran with 100 steps. execution is 1 -(1 -X2R'C)n/2 (2). Figure 3(a) shows the comparisons of total execution
To get a better idea of the huge different between (I) time for the runs on IOOMhit Ethernet. Figure 3 (h) reas its perfomance in restarting after failures. It is evident that the overhead of fault-tolerance alone without doing checkpointing is minimal because of vertical bars of almost equal height in (i) and (ii). The time cost for 8 checkpointings in 100 steps was also reasonably small even on the slow IOOMbit network. To manifest the cost of the checkpointing, Figure 4 shows the time cost of a single checkpointing for the same run in (iii).
Specifically, it took only 0.32 second for checkpointing with IOOMbit network and 0.089 second with Myrinet on 128 processors. Further, it can be seen that the checkpoint overhead decreases linearly when number of processors increases. This is hecause the application data to be checkpointed on each processor are reduced linearly '.
Thus our checkpoint protocol is scalable.
Performance Comparisons with Traditional
Disk-based Checkpointing
We have compared our protocol with the traditional disk-based checkpointing protocols under the follow- Cases (a) and (b) are the traditional checkpointing schemes which store checkpoints to reliable disk storage and only one copy of checkpoint is saved. Note that (h) assumes every local disk in the system is reliable which it5due to the fact t b t the global application dara size remains the same (b) Jacobi3D MPI on Myrinet 6CB o f total checkpoint data reliable file server. While our protocol is not infallible, it increases the reliability of a system dramatically (Section 4.3) and does not rely on any foolproof hardware which is either impractical or expensive.
Recovery Performance
This section shows the performance o f our in-memory fault-tolerant protocol in the face o f failures. Failures were simulated by killing one of the processes randomly.
The application used in the following tests was LeanMD, a molecular dynamics simulation program. Simulations were conducted using Apoal, a 92,224 atom system benchmark. LeanMD generates 8498 parallel objects including 700 Cells (atoms cubes) and 7798 CellPairs (for force calculations). In each timestep o f simulation, a Cell sends up to 14 messages to CellPairs. CellPairs perform force calculations and send the forces back.
After each Cell receives up to 14 messages back from CellPairs, the Cell integrates the forces received and advances to the next step of lhc simulation. The checkpointinn steo i s inserted after a timestep has finished. Due to Among these runs, checkpointing to NFS drive (case the natLre o f molecular dynamicssimulations, the mem-(a)) incurred dramatically higher overhead duc 10 the com-ory footprint i s very small at this point. For this simulamunication bottleneck to the file server. Checkpointing to tion, the checkpoint size for each processor i s only about local disk with traditional method (case (b)) performed 400KB on each processor. We ran the simulation on 128 much better than (a) however with the assumption that all processors o f NCSA Platinum cluster and the simulation local scratch disks are reliable. Otherwise, the reliabil-consists of 600 timesteps. ity of the system is determined by the disk failure rate since any single disk failurc will result in an unrecover- (2) in which forms reasonably well. The checkpoint overhead was the failure was detected and a new dummy process was even less than the traditional disk checkpointing in (b). As started. The time cost of these steps depends on the OPexpected, double in-disk checkpointing in (e) took about erating system and tends to be a constant overhead for all twice as much time as traditional local disk checkpointing applications. The time cost in (31, (4) (I 18 processors in the end), which was about one crash in every 40 seconds, the total execution time was not increased by morc than 50%. To better understand how the performance was dramatically improved by load balancing in the multiple failure scenario, we plotted Figure 8 with simulation time per step over each timestep for the same simulation that had 10 crashes on I28 processors. Due to rollback, the actual number of timesteps performed by this simulation is a b u t 640 steps. Load balancing is triggered 5 timesteps after each crash. It is clear that after each crash and recovery, due to load imbalance, the simulation time per step increased dramatically (seen as a spike in the figure). After load balancing, however, the simulation time per step was brought down to a reasonable one. It also shows that with smaller number of processors left available, the simulation speed was affected very little and the simulation time per step increased very slowly. It demonstrates that our protocol integrated with load balancing capability provides a good solution for maintaining the execution efficiency even after losing physical processors in crashes. 
Summary and Future Work
We presented a scalable protocol for fault-tolerance based on double in-memory checkpoint and restart for parallel applications. The protocol builds upon wellstudied checkpointhestart techniques in this area, but unlike some other approaches does not assume any completely rcliahle component. It implements a novel approach of automatically restarting an application from checkpoints without "down time". In addition, the scheme is designed for both cases with and without replacement processors. It allows a program to continue its execution after crashes on a smaller number of physical processors, without the unrealistic assumption of the availability of extra replacement processors. Most importantly, our scheme provides a solution for retaining the execution efficiency on the remaining processors after a crash. Our scheme is implemented in Charm++ and Adaptive MPI which allows fault-tolerance features to be available for a wide collection of applications, especially For scientific applications with relatively small memory footprint. It takes advantage of the idea of processor vutualization in migratable objects and automatic adaptive dynamic load balancing.
One extension of our scheme is double in-disk checkpointhestan. It is useful for applications with very big memory Footprint when the memory is not enough to hold both the application memory and checkpoint memory. Our performance data in Section 5.2 suggests that the time cost in writing checkpoints to local disk i s reasonably low and is affordable.
Future work includes completely eliminating the dummy process crcnted at recovery time. Since the only purpose of this proccss is to replace the crashed processor in forming the processor-levcl spanning tree used by Charm++ run-time, we should be able to reconstruct the spanning tree by skipping the crashed processor.
We aim to use our system on some extremely large parallel machines such as IBM Blue GenelL. We will first test our system using a simulator [27] for large machines that we are developing, even before such a machine is built.
